Position:
ENGINEERING Intern
Location:
Taunton, MA

Job Description:
The engineering intern position should be a motivated individual with engineering experience or enrollment in an accredited engineering program to perform basic engineering duties. This includes reading plans, witnessing construction activities and filing daily work logs on work completed. Good verbal and written communication skills are required.
This person will report to the Director of Engineering and work primarily with the Project Engineer from the Taunton office, Kendall Cardwell. This position will assist with the resident engineering duties and responsibilities for the multiple demolition projects in Taunton, MA 90% of the co-op's time is in Taunton. 10% of co-op's time will be spent in Devens, MA, where this position will support road construction and the demolition of housing foundations and slabs.

The work **efforts of this position will be 95% outdoors** in a field construction position requiring work boots, hard hats, and walking and standing for the majority of the work day. The other 5% would be in an office environment filling out the necessary paperwork and daily field reports for the various projects being performed.

Qualifications:
This position requires interaction and communication with the construction contractors and consultants, other MassDevelopment employees and some municipal staff.

Apply Here:
Please send resumes indicating interest to jobs@massdevelopment.com

MassDevelopment is an Equal Opportunity Employer.